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APPROVED BY MEl1BERS OF THE THESIS CXHi!TI'EE:

Baker Cabin, a pioneer log structure, is located on privately
owned property near the cxmn.mity of Carver, Oregon.

According to tra-

ditional accounts the cabin has existed continoously on this site s:in::e

its construction in 1856. Archeological excavations of the cabin's
fouroation
secorxi

am

the surrouOOing area uroovered dateable artifacts

am

a

fouroation with an associated well. Analysis of the artifacts

associated with the present cabin foundation irrlicate a post-1870 construction date

~e

those associated with the secorxi fouroation

am

its

2

well Wicate an 18SO's oocupa.tion.

Four hypotheses that are explored in this paper _can be derived

m::m the
1.

interpt'E!tation of all available data:
Baker Cabin was constructed in 1856 at a presently

site on the cJ..ajm rut was mved to its
2.
?DI

present

uOO.iscovered

location about .1870.

Baker Cabin was constructed in 1856 on the precise spot that it

stams but reconstruction bv the Old Timers' Association involved a

oc:mplete

3.

rehlilding of the foundation.
Baker Cabin was constructed in 1856 on the present fouroation

but extensive repairs were done on the fourrlation in the 1870's.

The

old foun::iation represents a smaller cabin occupied from the late 1840's

until 1856.
4.

The

old foundation with its associated well represents the

orig:ina.l construction am habitation of the site.

The present cabin is

mt the original 1856 cabin referrei to in tradition rut is rather a

cabin constructed about 1870.
Data used in this research in:lude excavated materials, infonnant
interviews, and historical doo.ments.

The

excavated materials consist of

glass and pottery sherds, buttons, cartridges, ard toys.
interviewed are Baker descerKlants,

am

they provided

Infonnants

recollections, docu-

ments, and pictures. Historical documents used irolu:ie census and tax
assessment records, newspapers, Ibnation Lard Claim material, am family
ledgers.
Results of this research reveal that the authentic history of Baker
Cabin will mt be krown unless further

evid~

becanes avajlahle. The

first blo hypotheses '10.ll.d seem to have m validity, however, the third
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CHAP1'ER I
INIROOOCTION
There are three sources of information available to the anthro-

pologist about historic sites:

the site itself, historic records, arrl

people who lived on those sites

(Adams

1974) •

p.II'pOSe of this

The

paper is to use these sources in regard to the dating of the constniction

arx1 reco~tion

of the occupations of Baker Cabin; a 19th

century Fiiro-.American ha.bitatioo site. This report will also contrirute
additional information regarding the life styles of the American pioneers
wh:> traveled west arrl settled the Oregon Territory.

use in this endeavor i.rx::lude:

Sources that I will

(1) interviews with informants who

actually occupied the cabin or have krx>wledge of the cabin; (2) written
accounts i.rx::luding census materials, tax assessment records, newspapers,

.

arx1 family ledgers; (3) archeological materials.

The

last will i.rx::lude

an account by Wahlke arx1 W:xxlward (1974) arx1 other previously unreported
Fliro-American archeological material that I will describe arrl date.
The original intent of my research

\.BS

to test the currently

accepted cabin constructioo date against the datei:lble archeological
materials
agreed.

arx1

the other sources to discern how well they converged or

After careful aralysis, however, of all sources I fi.00 that the

pn>blem is oot simply one of convergen:::e or divergence of data.

P.ather

there are four hypotheses that will be explored in this paper which can
be derived from the interpretation of all available eviden:::e.

These

2

are:
1.

Baker Cabin was constructed in 1856 at a

~sently

urxiis-

covered site on the claim rut was JOOVed to its present location aboot
1870.
2.
it

1'¥JW

Baker Cabin was constructed in 1856 on the precise spot that

stands rut reconstruction by the Old Timers' Association involved

a oanplete rel:::uilding of the foumation.
3.

Baker Cabin was constructed in 1856 on the present fourrlation

Wt extensive repairs were done on the fo\.ll'Xlation in the 1870's.

The

old foon:lation represents a smaller cabin occupied fran the late 1840's
until 1856.
4.

The old fouOOa.tion with its associated well represents the

original construction arrl habitation of the site.

The present

cabin is

not the original 1856 cabin referred to in tradition rut is rather a

cabin constructed about 1870.
The Site
Baker Cabin is a pioneer log cabin located in the vicinity of the
town of Carver in Clackamas County, Oregon.

The site irci.ooes the

cabin, an excavated fourrlation, and several structures constructed
after 1940.

It is situated in the soutl'Mest quarter of Section 18,

Township 2 South, Range 3 Fa.st, arrl is located alx>ut 90 feet above arrl
500 feet south of the Clackamas River (Appendix 1) .
The cabin and adjoining structures are mtlntained as an historic

site by the Old

Tmers'

Association of Oregon arrl are open to the public.

Test excavations of the site were coooucted by archeology field classes

• ttl6t ~ £L6t 10 s.xauwns att+ ~.mp a'.aarro::> 4"fURLIIDJ

poq{ +un~

unIJ

£

CHAPl'ER II
HISTORY OF THE CABIN AND ITS OCCUPANTS

'!be history of Baker Cabin is closely linked

to three

families

related by intermarriage, the Bakers, the Hattans, and the M\.unpowers.

There are a great number of
liv~

Hattan and Mumpower descendants presently

in Clackanas County, however, Baker descendants are unkn::>wn.

Figure 1 shCXo1S those members 100st closely oonnected to tre cabin and
irrlicates irrlividuals 'Who served as informants.

,

Although each of my infornants provided invaluable information, one,
Marian Mumpower Charriere, allowed me access to her own twenty years of

research into family history.

Marian Charriere, the daughter of Milo

Mumpower and the niece of Mary Elizabeth Mumpower Hattan, is 45 years
old and has been gathering documents and infonnatioo since the mid 19SO's.
She has in her possession the xerox copies of nany documents she obtained
through the years from various U.S. Government agencies.

These inclu:le

legal petitions by Jane Baker and L. L. Baker, Carlin Baxter's Civil War
service record,

swonl

affidavits ooncerning land claims, and a U.S.

Governnent docunent denying !brace Baker's land claim.

Mrs. Charriere

spent many years collecting these oopies but unfortunately kept oo
record of where they actually originated.

She w:i.s very close to Mary

Elizabeth Mumpower Hattan who w:i.s also very interested in family history
and had lived in Baker Cabin.

Charriere the

~us

This close relationship gave Mrs.

for her research.

s
Elton Hattan

am Bessie Hattan Weaver are

the son arrl daughter

of Mary El j z.abeth Munpower Hattan am were also very helpful as informants.

I had the good fortune to first interview Elton at the Hattan

Clan's annual picnic which was held at Baker Cabin in August 1974.
Elton walked over the entire site with me and provided a verbal

pie~

of the area as it looked in 1900 when he lived there. At a secooo interview he provided a picture of his brother, his father arrl himself staming in front of the chickenh::>use at Baker Cabin site.

Bessie Hattan

Weaver was interviewed on three different occasions, twice at her !one
in Milwaukie a00 once at the Hattan' s annual picnic.

She made available

several documents including a speech written arrl presented by Mary
Elizabeth Mumpower Hattan at Pioneer Ilays in Oregon City in 1944.
Isabel Hattan Macfarlane, the granddaughter of Mark Hattan, is
79 years old am resides on a portion of the original Hattan la.00 claim
near Carver.
picnic.

She

was interviewed at her hane am later at the Hattan

She provided a family ledger written by Clara Dart, a daughter

of Mark Hattan, as well as her own recollections of family history.
Veryl Mt.unpower, great grarrlson of Jane Baker am uncle of Marian
Charriere, is in his sixties arrl lives in Carver. Although mst willing
to help he is essentially uninterested in family history arrl coold
provide few helpful recollections.

He does, ~ver, have Julia Baxter

Mumpower's Bible which contains the MLunpower family geneology which
proved very useful.
The Oregon Historical Society Li1:rary also provided much material
c~

the history of Baker Cabin arrl its various occupants.

The

microfilm collection supplied the U.S. Census for 1850-1880, the Clacka-

6

nas Cow'lty Census for 1849 an::l 1856, the Clackamas County Tax Assessnent
Rolls for 1856-1859, Oregon Donation Land Claim recoros, an::l Oregon City
newspapers

from 1848 to the present.

The following history of Baker-

Cabin represents a synthesis of both documents an::l informant recollections.
THE HATI'ANS

The family DDst closely an::l continuously associated with the cabin

is that of the Ha.ttans

~ose

origin is in Virginia.

Jane Hattan was

OOrn in Rocklridge County, Virginia, in 1820 arrl her brother Mark was

born the following year.

'There were nine children in the family arrl the

family nnved fran Virginia to Ohio in 1830 an::l then on to Marshall Coi.mty,
Ill:in:>is, in 1836

(Dart

n.d.).

In 1838 Jane Hattan married Morris Bax-

ter at her parents' hane in Marshall County.
children:

'The

Baxters had three

Carlin, born Jarruacy 3, 1839; Julia Ann, born January 11, 1840;

an::l Mary ~iroa, born April 3, 1843.

third child lt>rris Baxter disappeared

Soon after the birth of their
carryi~

Because of this mysterious and i.mexpected

a large sum of noney.

disap~e

it was assumed that

he was murdered by bandits (Aoonynous n.d.).
Mark Hattan married Martha Patterson on April 16, 1845,

(Dart

n.d.)

an::l in this same year, according to sworn affidavits, Jane met !brace

Baker and they agreed to live together as husban::l an::l wife <Marian
Charriere personal camunication).
unknown

I-brace Baker's previous history is

except that he lists his birthplace as Vernont CU. S. Goverrment

1850-1880) arrl doctments dating f:rum 1882 irrlicate that prior to 1845 he

fathered four children (Marian Charriere personal coomunication).

On May 7, 1846, Mark

arrl Martha Hattan, Jane Hattan and H:mace

resided in cabin
resided nearby
Baker
Baxter
Hatten

Inf. - Informant

Mumpower

e-

e-

®-

@-

Q-

O-

Inf.

f~:::ef;:A

Figure 1
Families associated with Baker cabin

- 0

-.J

Inf.
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Baker left Jackson County, Missouri, in a wagon train which was boun:l for

Oregon CDart n .d. ) • After 160 days on the trail they . reached Jack Knife
(~sent

:Eagle Creek), Oregon, on October 10, 1846 (Hattan 1944). Jane

Hattan left her three children in Illirois with the expectation of returning far them in two or three years rut it was forty years before she saw
than again.
The U.S. Goverrment provided free lan::i to i.rxiividual.s who were

residents of Oregon Territory prior to December 1, 1850. Male residents
could claim up to 320 acres arrl a wife received a donation equal to that
of her husband (U.S. Governnent 1953). In September 1847 !brace Baker
arrl

Mark Hattan settled claims of 640 acres each even trough Paker was

legally entitled. to only 320 acres since he was rot married. to Jane
Hattan. .Accortling to Clara Dart's ledger Mark Wilt a cabin on his larrl
claim in that same year but there is oo recortl of any Baker construction
at that time.

In 1849 Martha Hattan died after having suffered from

"consumption" for sare time arrl Mark returned 320 acres of his larrl claim
to the government (Anonynnus 1903:836).

In 1853 Mark Hattan lists his

daughter Mary Jane as his heir (U.S. Government 1953).
The Clack.anas County Census of 1849 taken on :t1:u'ch 18 lists a oousehold headed by !brace Baker but oone for M3rk Hattan.
for 1850 taken on Jtme 30

sh~

The U.S. Census

!brace Baker age 47 heading a l'nlsehold

cx:mposed of himself, Jane Paker age 31, Mark Haton age 28, Mary Ha.ton
age 2.., Seville Iler age 27, Albert Tutteon age 35, arrl Caroline Fee age
16. 'This suggests that after the death of his wife Mark Hattan arrl his
daughter rooved. into the hane of Jane Hattan an:i lbrace

Bak~.

Clackamas

Cotmty Assessnent Rol:Irs for 1856 through 1859 irrlicate that Mark was

9

again maintain:i.r\g a residerx:e on his own donation larrl claim •

.Acooroing to one source Mark Hattan married his secorrl wife,
Martha Jane Mason, in 1858 CAoonyroous 1903:836).

If this account is

accurate the marriage would have been of very short duration since the
Oregon Argus, an Oregon City newspaper, reports that Martha Jane died
of bronchitis on February 20, 1858.

The 1860 U.S. Census shows that

Mark shared a residen6e with another

mm John !lives while his daughter,

Mary Jane, resided with the Bakers.

Mark married his third wife, Mary

I

Dnily Wills, in 1861 arrl they had ten children CD:lrt n.d.).

He died in

1909 at age 88 survived by Mary Dnily arrl nine children.
THE PIU<ERS

lbrace Baker married Jane Hattan Baxter on September 19, 1852,
CArX>nym:>us 1852) probably because the U.S. Governnent was preparing to
survey arrl register all donation larrl claims in the territory.

lbwever

this legal marriage did rx:>t prevent questions a]:x)ut the legality of
Baker's claim to 640 acres.

ll:>cuments dated October 2, 1855, show that

the goverrment refused to accept Baker's claim since he was rot married
to Jane prior to
tion).

December

1, 1850

(Marian Charriere personal carrmmica-

Clackamas County Assessment Rolls for 1856 shaJ Jbrace Baker

holding 640 acres, however, the assessroont rolls for 1857 show only 320
acres. .Accaroing to the assessment rolls dated October 1858 Baker was

again in possession of 640 acres. Thus it

~uld

appear that for at

least sane pericxl of time Baker lost one half of his larrl claim probably
through government action rut managed to regain it eventually.
The 1850 U.S. Census lists Baker as a p..unpnaker but in the 1860,

10
1870, and 1880 censuses he is designated a fanner.
souree Baker ma.de

~en

Accoroing to one

pumps and went about the countryside installing

them leaving Jane alone frequently (Hattan 1944).

In 1851 Baker arrl

two other men petitioned the Oregon Territory Legislative Assembly to

obtain a charter for a \oater w:>rks in Oregon City.

An

act

\.BS

passed by

the legislature in 1854 incorporating the Oregon City Water Canpany.
This canpany

was

canposed of Baker and four other men, and

\.BS

with providing "a constant supply of fresh and pure \oater".

charged

There are

no further details known about this canpany or its history.
In 1872 Baker built a slack-cable ferry across the Clackamas
River, just above the present bridge site.
called,

was

'

Baker's Ferry, as it

\.BS

swept away by high \oater in 1882 arrl the county built a

covered bridge across the river the following year (Marian Charriere

personal ccmm.m.ication).

Baker also operated a rock quarry on his larrl

claim and his quarry provided some of the material used to construct the
Oregon City I.Dcks in 1872 (Hattan 1944). The Bakers donated to the
goverrurent "a tract of land situated on the south side of the Clackamas
River, fn:>1n the 'Big Rock' down to Clear Creek and back to 'the hill',
for the purpose of propagating salroon" (Marian Charriere personal canrmmication).

'The hatchery was established in 1876 by Livingstone Stone.

lbrace Baker died in 1882 leaving oo will to provide for the disposition of his property.

Jane Baker petitioned to be appointed adminis-

trator of his estate and stated that lbrace had three children living
in Ohio and one son, L. L. Baker, living in Corvallis, Oregon (Marian

Charriere personal carmunicaticn).

L. L. Baker also petitioned to be

administrator and it is not certain who actually did administer the

~

...

~· _

"

11

estate. Jane apparently later paid certain sums of m:mey to lbrace 's
four children in exchange for their portion of the estate (El.ton Hattan
personal camn.mication) •

Aside fran certain public doc\Jnents there is actually very little
kn:Jwn about !brace Baker.

?b one koows l¥JW arrl men he left ·his birth-

place in Venoont or when arrl where he married his first wife, the nother
of his four children. TileI'e are nunerous personal an:l touching stories
corx:erning Jane Hattan Baker but there are oone regaro.ing !brace Baker.
My efforts to obtain infornation fran WWsor, Venoont, rave proven

fruitless, a:OO !brace Baker, the namesake of Baker Cabin, retains
essentially an elusive Wividua.l.
THE MUMFOWERS
- Jane Hattan Baker left three children behim in Ill.i.oois when she
came West

am.

it is urx:ertain who raised them.

Carlin, the oldest child,

died of saallpox while serving with the Union hYCrj during

~e

Civil War

CMarian Charriere personal comnunication) • Mary l.JJcin:ia married, was
widowed, and married again.

Julia Ann married Joseph L. MlD'l'qX>Wer in

1857 an:l had five children:

Lorenzo, born in 1840; Willi.am, born in

1860; Joseph, born in 1846; Mary Elizabeth, born in 1869; an:l Annie
born in 1873 (Mlmpower n.d.).

The

Mumpowers

remtlned in Illioois until

1874 when they 100ved to Nebraska where they lived for eight years (Hattan
1944).

In July 1882 Mary IJ.izabeth, Annie, a:OO thell- parents arrived in

Oregon after a trip by rail to San Francisco arrl then on to Portland by
ship. The three older children joined the family at a later time.

In September 1883 Jane Baker deeded 245 acres of her lan::l cl.a:im to

12
Julia

Arm~.

The Mllnpowers constructed a lone on this property

located approximately one-half mile fron Baker Cabin. · It is rot krrMn
where they lived before construction of this house rut it is possible
that they lived with Jane.

Jane Baker then deeded arother one and one-

half acres to Joseph G. Mumpower, her grandson, in 1884.

The reason

for this gift is uncertain since Joseph did rot marry until 1894 (Elton
Hattan personal ccmnunication).

Sane

time during 1883 Jane returned to

Illirois to visit her daughter Mary lllc.iMa who apparently never cam: to
Oregon Ct-Brian Charriere personal conmunication).
Mary Elizabeth Mumpower married John Jack.son Hattan, one of

Mark Hattan's sons, in l'bvember of 1894.

Their first

resid~

was on

the Hattan donation land claim and here their first son, Elton Mumpower,
was born in 1895.

Apparently a short time later Mary Elizabeth, John, and

IJ.too m::>ved into the Baker Cabin to be with Jane
health (El.ton Hattan personal camrunication).
the remaining 176.36 acres of her land which

s~e

she was in poor

In 1897 Jane Baker deeded
~luded

the cabin to I13ry

Eli7.abeth and John Hattan with the stipulation that "they will care for
her the rest of her life".

A second son, Clayton, was born to the Hattans

in February 1898 and Jane Baker died in December 1898 at age 79 (Marian
Charriere personal. coomunication).
A post office had been established for the town of Stone (present
day Carver) at the fish hatchery and in 1899 this post office w:is m::>ved
to Baker Cabin where Mary El.izabeth Hattan
The year

~

the postmistress.

1901 proved to be a fateful year for the John Hattan' s.

In

June their third child, Bessie, was born an:l in July Clayton met with a
fatal accident when he fell a.00 hit his head on a wagon wheel.

later in

13
the same year the

Hattans purchased the muse next &:>or to Mary Eliza-

beth's parents, the J. L. Ml.m!powers, arrl Baker Cabin .stood vacant fran
that time until 1940.

CHAPrER III
AR~

HISTORY OF THE CABIN

Baker Cabin is a 20 by 30 foot rectangular log cabin with six
wiMows each measuring 4 by

2~

feet.

Sills rest on a rubble foundation

bli.lt up on the east side to nake the fourrlation level.

Archeological

excavations were coooucted here arrl a large assenbl.age of artifacts

were recovered including bottles reported earlier by W:ilil.ke arrl Vbodward
(1974).

This report irdicates a post-1860 date for the construction of

the cabin.

Additional test excavations wx:overed amther bottle shero

to be described later that will also have a bearing on the dating.
The cabin has a second floor or loft with a cantilevered balcony
on the east gable erd reached by an outside stair.
erxl of the cabin is a quarried stone fireplace.

with hard-split shingles.

Centered in the west

The roof is covered

Construction is entirely of snall first-g:ruwth

fir trees with each log being a separate tree (Charles Gillman Davis
personal oommmication).

A count of the gruwth rings on one log Wi-

cates that the tree was approxinately forty years old when ·it was cut.
The ends of the logs are sawn while the sides are hewn with either an
axe or an adze.
The manner of construction is unusual ard there are oo other

cabins

knJwn to have been constructed

in this manner in the Northwest

(Charles Gillman Davis personal ccmm.mication) • The logs are placed on
the sills in the manner of a well-stacked

~pile

in such a way that oo

15
chinking is needed to fill up spaces between the logs.

There are ro

pegs or nails fastening the logs together. At the oomers and erxls, the
logs are oot ootched or fastened by pegs in the usual log cabin style.
The logs are instead simply laid quoin style in the manner of stone
masonry

(Sloan 1962:65).

The

quoin style of joining is seen in a few

barns constructed in Wisconsin by German settlers.

Portions of the interior walls of the cabin are papered with a
New York Times newspaper.

Careful study of this paper has revealed an

1875 dateline and mention of the crash of the Zenith balloon which
occurred on April 15, 187 5.

hanlling of a

c~y

Also mentioned is President U.S. Grant 's

panic in Washington, D. C.

Elton Hattan (personal

camn.utl.cation) relates that this papering was done by Mary Elizabeth
Mumpower and her sister, Armie, while their grardrother, Jane Baker,
was absent f~ the cabin.

The Mumpowers did oot reach Oregon until

1882, but the old newspapers were available because Jane never threw
a.w:iy magazines or newspapers •
.According to Mary Elizabeth Mumpower Hattan (1944) the

~

logs

for Baker Cabin were purchased by !brace Baker and he built the cabin in
1856.

She states that in the early 1850's a canpany in California

ordered sane cut and finished logs

f~

was cancelled and Baker bought them.

an Oregon sawnill but the order

Californians were Weed inp:>rting

lumber from Oregon at that t:ime even trough oorthern California was
stocked with virgin timber. Gold was discovered in California in 1848
and the developnent of lumbering in the Sierras was hampered by an

inadequate water supply and the difficulty of oompeting with the mines
for labor ('l'hrocJ<Ioorton 1961:95).

I',,,'!-'
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lJJcia Cl965:13) writes that Oregonians suddenly foum themselves
"sitting on a fortune" and many new sawn.ills were constructed to supply
the needs of the miners in San ~isco an:l Sacramento.

Wll.le locally

a thousand boartl feet brought only $30.00 Californians were paying up to
$120.00 by 1850. This profitable ccmnerce llilOuld certainly seem to bear
out the account concerning Baker's purchase of the finished logs.

Wahlke

an:l W:xx:lward's (1974) paper based on dated bottle sherds, h:Jwever, seems

to in:licate that the cabin may :oot have been on this site.

I will later

discuss other artifacts uncovered since their paper relating to the
reliability of this account an:l the dating of the cabin.
Baker Cabin was :oot occupied after 1901 an:l a picture taken in

1914 (Figure 2) shows the entire dwelling overgrcYWn by vines an:l weeds.
Elton Hattan (personal camo.mication) recalls that in 1913 he canpletely
rem:wed the boartls of the second floor of the cabin for use in a wash

house at the John Hattan's new heme.
the roof was gone an:l the

~

By

1937 the fireplace had collapsed,

logs closest to the f ourmtion were com-

pletely rotted Cixmald Hattan personal comnunication) • In this

saioo

year

the Old Timers' Association of Oregon was founded an:l the first project

they W'ldertook was the reconstruction and maintenance of Baker Cabin.
Mary Elizabeth and John Hattan sold the cabin an:l an adjoining one

and one-half acres of land to the Old Timers' Association for $200.00 in
December of 1937 and William E. Mumpower was appointed superintendent of

the reconstruction CA:oonyroous 1937-1972:2).

In early 1938

~er

reported that the reconstruction was going slowly because few volunteers
reported for lli!Ork.

The Old Timers' Association decided to initiate "Barn

Raising" days during the sumner in the rope that m:>re volunteers llilOuld

·.-..r,!';"-·.;.·!~

..

~·- ·:
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Picture taken about 1911~ - sho\A ing statr~· ay
leadtng to balcony and sle e ping loft.

Figure 2.

B3.ker Cabin in circa 1914
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appear

CAlX>nynr:>US

1937-1972:5).

During the

StDrmerS Of

1938 and 1939

the cabin was reconstructed and it is possible that sane of the labor
was

provided bythe W.P.A.

took part in the
replacement logs.

~k

IX:>nald Hattan (personal camunication)

on the cabin and himself hewed out sane of the

He recalls that the foundation was in good condi-

tion and needed only miror repairs.

On July 16, 1939, with reconstruction canpleted the Old Timers'
Association met to dedicate the lbrace Baker l.Dg Cabin <An::>eym:>us 19371972: 22).

In 1940 the cabin was wired for electricity and a caretaker

took up residence to prevent vandalism.
~sed

The Old Timers' Association

a small strip of lan:l to the east of the cabin fran the

Southern Pacific P.ailway in 1941 in order to enlarge the cabin grounds.
During W::Jrld War II the Old Timers' Association was inactive but after
the war the grounds were improved and a caretaker's b:>use was constructed near the cabin (Anonynous 1937-1972:47-49).
Archeological excavations since the Wililke and ~ paper
(1974) carried out near the caretaker's b:>use have l.Jla)Vered a 10 by
12 foot foundation and adjoining well.

This foundation and well are

associated with an apparently earlier assemblage than that found in
the cabin foundation and the thin layer of trash (sheet trash) surrounding the cabin.

The south wall of this foundation was canpletely

excavated as were short sections of the remains of the east and west
walls.

'The comers of the foundation were located but oot excavated.

The oorth corner was located by a small test pit in order to ascertain

the dimensions of the foundation.
The

oorth and south walls of the fO\ll')jatian are of partially
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dressed basalt slabs stacked an:l held together with sane nud J1Drtar.
The

basalt was dressed with chisel

an::1 hanmer an:l ~ interior of the

foundation is snoother than the exterior.

The west an:l east walls of

the fourxiation appear to be simply piled cobbles.

This is consistent

with log cabin construction since the sills 11n1ld rest on the dressed
stones.

The height of the foundation is 18 inches which is consistent

with that quoted by Wigginton (1972:55) as the height necessary
because "there is a prevalent belief that tennites will climb ro
higher than 18 in::hes".

Adjacent to the southeast corner of the fourxiation, excavation
revealed a well fifteen feet in depth and three feet in interior
diameter.

The

lower six feet of the well was still canpletely lired

with stacked partially dressed basalt slabs identical to those canposing the excavated fourrlation.

The upper part of the well

posed of rubble but it had probably once been lired.
during excavation water was standing at thirteen feet.

was com-

In August 1974
There were

two silt deposits within the well and the first seems to correspooo

to a silt layer in the foundation.

Judging from the age of the arti-

facts foun:i within the well, it was abanloned before 1900 and probably
before 1860.

large boulders and miscellaneous trash were dumped into

the well after abarrlonment a00 there is the possibility of its use

as a privy hole (Figure 3).
The

nature and purpose of the structure which once stood on the

excavated foundation is \.ll1krx:lwn.

Elton Hatton (personal ccmmmi.cation)

who lived in Baker Cabin fran 1897 until 1901 has provided a detailed

\ .--=-.-:
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picture of the cabin and its associated structures at that time CF:igl.uie
4) •

Near the oorth..iest corner of the excavated fouroation there is a

large basalt outcropping over which El ton recalls a stile. A county
road ran oorth and south along the Baker property and a f erx::e was con-

stnicted along the road.

The stile permitted access to this road and

Elton remembers that near the stile were located a srrokehouse and an outb:>use.

While it is possible that the excavated foundation is the srroke-

house pf 1900 there was oo evidence of ash

~overed.

The only \olell

which El.ton recalls is the present one located to the south of Baker

Cabin (Figure 4).
At the turn of the century Baker Cabin had three roans on the
first floor and an attached frame stnlcture on the west end which

served as a kitchen (Figure 6).

Elton's father built the kitchen

shortly after the H:ittans roved in with Jane Baker.

A picture taken

probably about 1890 shows a different frame structure attached to the
west

em

of the cabin (Figure 7) • There is oothing krown concerning

this structure but it is possible that it was danaged by fire and
replaced by the later structure.

Excavation of the sheet trash in

this area uncovered an unusually large rnJnber of unbent square cut
nails and spots of oxidized clay.

However, there were oo identifi-

able f ouroation features fran this structure (John Wxxlward personal
camunication) • This is oot surprising since the areas surro\ID:iing
the cabin were graded during the 1940's and prior to that the tramping
of animals in the rrud aroun:l. the cabin w::>uld have mixed and obliterated
any

in situ evidence.

"
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Figure 5.

John, Clayton, and Elton Hattan near the chickenCabin circa 1900.
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Figure 7. Baker Cabin circa 1890 showing the attached s't:ru::ture on the west em.
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\thile then! is a fairly carplete picture of Baker Cabin

am

its

grQJnds at the turn of the century the picture for earlier periods is
unclear.

The excavated fow"rlation

am

adjoining well appear to date

fran a time previous to Baker Cabin on the basis of associated artifacts.

Traditional accounts (Hatton 1944) state that Baker Cabin tr.as constructed

in

1856 and

this ti0.11.d mean that the excavated fourmtion tr.as constructed

prior to that date. An 1855 survey map contracted by Clackamas County,
hc:Mever, shows neither a dwelling nor any cleared area <?n any part of
lbrace Baker's land claim.

CHAPI'ER IV

Af!rIFN:r DESCRIPI'ION AND DATING
Several th>usand artifacts of glass, ceramic, metal, bone, plastic,

aJ:xl wod were recovered from the excavatioos of Baker Cabin conducted by

tbmt lbod Camn.mity College field archeology classes.

John W:>odward

made available five categories canprising 643 artifacts which seemed to
be m:>st relevant to the purpose of rrry study.

These categories are glass,

pottery, buttons, cartridges, and toys, and had mt been previously analyzed or described.

A small previous analysis of the bottle sherds

done by Wahlke and W:>odward (1974).

It

was

was

roped that these five cate-

gories of artifacts would have a bearing on the dating of the cabin.
The following general proveniences were reoognized by W:>odward
(personal comm.mi.cation).

The provenience sheet trash refers to an

assemblage of artifacts recovered from a series of test trenches excavated an all sides of the present cabin.

Trenches were excavated along all

sides of the foundation and up to 100 feet away from the cabin.
were

found to a depth of one foot below which the soil

sheet trash designation

W3.S

was

Artifacts

sterile.

'The

necessary because there was m meaningful

cultural or geological stratigraphy due to disturbance by hl.mans, animals,
and weather.

In 1948 the Old Timers' Association graded the area around

the cabin CAnonynx:>us 1937-1972:43).
'The provenience in foundation fill of the present cabin refers to

the jumbled rock fill of angular basalt and oobbles used to build up the
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east side of Baker Cabin.

The

provenience well fill refers to rubble

and trash deliberately deposited in the old well.

The

upper

~

feet of

the well consists of a quantity of rich black clay perhaps resulting from
an outhouse placed over the well.

Elton Hattan (personal coom.mi.cation)

reports an outh:>use in tha.t area in 1900.
Within the old foundation there are three units:
and below silt.

midden, in silt,

Midden represents a sheet trash-like accumulation of

road fill and trash to a depth of eight in:::hes.

In silt refers to

~

inches of fine w:iter deIX>sited yellow silt which it is assumed was deposited after the structure was abandoned.

Below silt consists of lenses of

clay, silt, and fallen foundation -rock and exterrls for six inches.

'This

last unit is six inches thick along the north and south walls J::ut thins
toward the center of the fourrlation.

'The entire site rests on a very

canpact oxidized surface which represents old terrace conglaneration.
Glass

A total of 361 glass fragrrents excluding win:iow glass and auto
reflector glass were recovered fran the Baker Cabin locality.

?i:>st of

these are fragments of bottles which originally contained medicine, wine,
soda

pop, or ink.

Bottles and jars can be dated by either the irold m:lrk

On the base Wch irdicates the glass manufacturer or the IIDld m:lrk On
the body which Wicates the f inn wrose contents were in the bottle.

If

neither of these marks is present nor identifiable the method of m:mufacture can sometimes provide an accurate date.
Dateable glass sherds in the Baker Cabin collection will be designated by provenience, color, 100ld marks, and meth:>d of nanufacture.

Iden-
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tifiable sherds recovered in the sheet trash are as follows:
1.

1 clear shertl; base JJ'Old:

1

·{ }

11

This mark refers to Owens

•

Illirois Glass C.O. and was used from 1929 to 1945 (Toulouse 1971:403).
2.

1 clear sherd; base JJ'Old mark:

to the .American Bottle Co. of Chicago

'!C) 18 11 •

This possibly refers

Toledo 'l.<trich

an:1

~s

in business

fn:;m 1905 to 1929 (Toulouse 1971:30). The 11 18" may refer to the year of
manufacture.
3.

1 clear shoulder sherd; body rold mark:

"--broug---". Pru-

bably refers to Chesebrough Manufacturing C.O. of New York which first
used bottles for vaseline in 1887 (Wilson 1971:110).
4.

1 milk glass lid sherd; body rold mark:

"Consolida.-''. This

sherd matches a fruit jar lid pictured by Berge (1968:201) manufactured
by O:>nsolidated Fruit Jar Co. of New York.

This mark is dated by Toulouse

(1971:123) as 1871 to 1882.
5.

1 nolded black glass bead; mul.tifacited with a tapered hole.

Sorensen (1971:37) ootes that these beads are popular in sites dating
1830-1850.
6.

1 green sherd; body rold mark:

"Coca Cola".

This style of

bottle was patented in 1923.
7.

1 aqua sherd; body rold mark:

"--ral". This mark is insuffi-

cient for identification , however, the base is unscarred which irrlicates
a post-1860 date (Alverson 1967:39).
8.

1 light aqua sherd; base rold mark:

"Ir'. Acex>roing to Toulouse

(1971:231 & 236) this mark irrlicates either 1-k:>lt Glass \obrks, W. Berkeley,

California (1893-1906) or H. J. Heinz
9.

am

Co. (after 1888).

l light aqua sherd; oo rold marks but has an open pontil so
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pcntil so probably dates pre-1850 <Alverson 1967:39).
One amber base sherd measuring 2 3/4 :irehes squal'e

the foundation fill of the present cabin.

toBS

unearthed in

The base ioold mark is "L

&W

5" which Toulouse (1971:338) identifies as the mark of Lorenz and Wightman
of Pittsburgh.

Accoroing to Toulouse "L

possibly used from 1851

& W'' was

to 1860 and was definitely used frum 1862 to 1871.
unscarred

Th.is base sherd is

revealing oo pontil mark which Wicates a post-1860 date

<Alverson 1967:39).

Consultation with Vito D. lt>sso (personal CCJIIIIJil.ica-

tion) revealed that two bottles in his collection have the "L &W 5" base
m:>ld mark and match the color and dimensions of this base sherd.

These

two bottles are identical and have the body m::>ld mark "Dr. J. lbstetter's
Stanach Bitters".

David lbstetter became a partner of J. H. Redington in

1869 and they began to produce their fanous bitters from a recipe belonging to lbstetter's father (Wilson 1971:129). All lines of evidence would
seem to point to an 1869 to 1871 date for this shero.
Identifiable sherds fOW'ld in the well fill
1.

2 yellow green sherds; body m::>ld mark:

"--ma--". On the basis of style
clearness of the glass,

am

~lude:
11

--hiedam" and

and content of the lettering, the

the color this is tentatively identified

aS

''Udolplx> \lblfe's Aromatic Schnapps Schiedam" circa 1880 (Wilson 1971:99).
2.

1 light aqua base sherd.

There are oo marks on this sherd but

it has an open pontil so it prubably dates pre-1850 (Alverson 1967:39).
3.

1 light aqua sherd restored

f~

"Pion-". This sherd carprises the neck

2 sherds; body m::>ld mark:

and shoulder of a soda pop

bottle cooplete with a Hutchinson stopper which was patented in 1879
(Putnam

1965:91).

Bl\JilenStein (1965:65) pictures a bottle which matches
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this shero

am which is

marked "Pioneer Soda \tbrks P. O.".

Acooroing

to Polk's City Directories for Portland the Pioneer Soda works

lo-

w:is

cated at 416 Water Street from 1884 until 1910.
4.

1 black base sherd; no oold marks but has an improved pontil so

probably dates 1850-1860 <Alverson 1967:39).
In the midden of the old foundation the following

~ts

were

I'eCOVered:

1.

1 clear sherd; base 100ld mark:

''

8'

u.

This mark refers to

Glass Containers, Ire., IDs Angeles, and has been used siooe 1945
(Toulouse 1971:220).
2.

1 whole clear bottle;

2~ inches tall; base 100ld mark:

11

©•.

This mark refers to Fairm:>unt Glass W::>rks, ire., Imiana.polis, Imiana,
arxi

w:is used~

3.

1945 until 1960 (Toulouse 1971:200-201).

2 clear sherds of probable drinking glass.

Painted on the glass

is a picture of a nulti-storied building with the sign "Overlan:l lbtel".
Polk's Portland City Directories locate the Overland lbtel at 35 1st N.
ftum 1890 until 1908.

4.

1 amber sherd; no body marks, however, the distiootive log

cabin design and the color Wicate "Drake's Plantation Bitters" which
w:is

pa.tented in 1862 (Watson 1965:99).
Within the silt of the old foundation the following sheros were

I'eCOVered:

1.

59 olive green sherds; body oold mark:

"P" over ''TI". 1he

s:henis ioolude the neck and sh:>ulders of the bottle.

Because of color,

body marks, and neck this bottle is tentatively identified as ''Udolpho
'lblfe's Aianatic Schnapps Schiedam" circa 1860 (Wilson 1971:99).
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2 • 1 clear sherd; base m:>ld mark:

"L. G. Co. " • This mark refers

to the l.Duisville Kentucky Glass W:>rks, Louisville,
~

~tl.cky,

a00 is

1880 (Toulouse 1971:323).
Beneath the silt of the old fO\.ll"Kla.tion the inventory of sherds

excavated is as follows:
1.
tall.

1 olive green champagne bottle restored fIQn 9 shertls; 12 irdles

This bottle has ro marks wt it has an m::,n ball pontil which in-

dicates an 18SO's date (Wilson 1971:8).
2.

1 dark olive green case bottle restored fran 34 shertls; 10

irrlles tall; body m:>ld mark:

New York".

"Roberts & Co., Royal Schiedam, Schnapps,

'Ihl.s carpany has rot been identified, however, the bottle has

an iron ball pontil which imicates an 18SO's date (Wilson 1971:8).
3.

1 aqua ink bottle restored f:ron 7 sherds;

2~

i.rclles tall.

This

bottle has ro marks but is a so-called "tmlbrella" ink with an open pontil
so probably dates pl'e-1850 <Alverson 1967:39).
4.

1 clear kn:>b she.TI:i; broken fran a lid; ro nold marks.

'Ihl.s

sherd is "cheap" glass so probably was part of a container purchased with

condiments inside (Vivian Conklin personal carmmication)

am is undate-

able.
5.

1 aqua medicine bottle restored from 12 sherds;

lxxly mld mark:

3~ ~hes

tall;

"Dr. Kennedy's Scrofula Ointment". According to Wilson

(1971:123) Kennedy began oottling medicines in 1848." This bottle has an
open pontil indicating a probable pre-1850 date <Alverson 1967:39).
6.
rold mark:

1 aqua medicine bottle partially restored from 27 sherds; body
11

Scrofula Ointment".

Based on size, color, a00 body nold

mark this bottle is identified as "Dr. Kennedy's Scrofula Ointnent".

The
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open pontil again in:li.cates a pre-1850 date (Alverson 1967:39).
Wahlke and W:>odward (1974) analyzed the total collection of bottle
sherds excavated as of March 1974 fron the sheet

trash and the fourxlation

fill of Baker cabin and mted that all of the bottles represented dated
post-1860.

Several fragroonts of a bottle of "Warner's Safe Kidney and

Liver Cure"

~

found near the base of the rubble fill (Jolm W:>odward

personal COIJID.lni.cation).

This company

w:iS

mt formed until 1878 (Wilson

1971:144).
The

present analysis seems to bear out the oorx:lusions of Wahlke arxl

W:>odward (1974).

In fact, with one exception, all dateable sherds from

sheet trash and the foundation fill of Baker cabin appear to post date
1870. Only within the old fo\ll'Xiation and the old well fill are pre-1860
sherds found.

Pottery
Excavations at the Baker cabin locality unearthed 203 sherds of
historical pottery.

Following Fontana (1962:91) this collection has been

classified into three main types of pottery:

porcelain

(china).

earthenware, stoneware, and

Farthenw:ire is a porous crockery made of a dark paste

and can be glazed or unglazed.

Porcelain or china is made of a white

paste and is mnporous while stoneware is of a tan paste and is generally
thicker.

In this oollection there are 140 sherds of stonew:ire, 46 of

earthenw:ire, and 17 of porcelain.
The dating of historical pottery is accorrplished by use of ~y

hallmarks when present or pottery design if this has been recorded.

If

a pottery shero has m hal1nark or if the design has mt been recoroed it
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is usually un:lateable.

Dateable .sherds in the Baker Cabin inventory will

be designated by provenience, type

& pottery,

and hallmark or pattern.

Identifiable sheros unearthed in the sheet trash are as follows:
1.

1 sherd restored from 2 sherds, ironstone; hallmark:

De Terre, Trade Mark, coat of anns, --- F.d.wards, --- land''.

"Po?'Celaine

nus exact

mark is s00wn in l<ovel (1953:243) and is identified as that used by John
~of

2.

Fenton, England after 1891.

1 sherd restored fran 2 sherds, in:>nstone.

The

pattern natches

that pictured by l<'aJ'Iln (1951:216) and identified as Blue Willow by Cope-

1.arxl of Englarrl. This dates p:>st-1870 (l<'aJ'Iln 1951:145).
3.

1 sherd restored

fTI:rn

4 sherds, in:>nstone; hallmark:

"Harvest

USA". Tne pattern is that of a canpote overflowing with grapes in pink
on a white background.

Neither the hallmark oor the pattern have been

positively identified, hCMeVer, Vivian Conklin (personal coJIIIIJJ'lication)
dates this sherd as post-1900.

tb::xlward

(personal camunication) recover-

ed a large sherd of this exact type fran Richm::>rrl, Oregon, a ghost town
which dates between 1900 an::l 1920.

In the fouroation fill of the present cabin 45 sherds of brown
glazed Chinese earthenW3re were recovered.
remains of at least tw:> vessels.

These sherds appear to be the

Chinese utility earthemare is quite

CCJim)n on historical sites and generally contained rice wine or soy sau::e.
Bressie (1970:115) dates this ware as 1870 to 1880.
Identifiable sherds found in the well fill irx::lu:le:
1.

1 rim sherd, ironstone. The pattern is a type known as

Spatter Ware which was produced by dipping a fine sponge into paint and
dabbing it evenly around the boro.ers.

nus stafforoshire-type of p:>ttery
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is believed to have been manufactured in the United States between 1820
and 1860 (Walman 1972:386).

1 harrlle shero, ironstone.

2.

This brown glazed pottery is probably

imitation Majolica, made in the United States between 1870 and 1880 (Jennie
Welsh personal catirunicatian) •

2 sherds, unrestored; porcelain; hallmark:

3•

"-ba" .

The

pattern is an intricate one of small flowers set within reserves fanned
by foliated scrolls and the style is flow blue.

Williams (1973:242)

pict\n"es this pattern, named Cuba, and states that it was possibly made
by Davenport of England and probably dates circa 1845.
In the midden of the old foundation the following identifiable

sheros were unearthed:
1 shezd, :ironstone; hallmuic:

1.

·~ "lbner Laughlin, lbtel".

The lbmer Laughlin China Co. of E. Liverpool, Ohio, was established in

1874 (TOOm 1947:133).

Accoroing to Kanm (1951:133) if the name "Ibner

Laughlin" appears the china dates from 1893 because prior to this time

the mark was "La.up)llin Bros.".
1 sherd,

2.

porcelain~

printed in red ''made in Japan".

This is the partial base of a cup and has

This marking dates the sherd as post-

1891 since in that year the U.S. required all :imports to be marked with
COJntry of origin (Fontana 1962:93).
Beneath the silt of the old fourxlation the following sherds were
recovered:
1.

1 sherd restored fran 2 sherds, ironstone; pattern type:

Spatterware.
(Warman

As previously roted this probably dates from 1820 to 1860

1972:386).
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2.

This plate rim has a light blue design

1 rim shero, ironstone.

ar¥1 bmi Cl'l the border and is a Staffordshire-type china circa 1860

(Vivian Conklin personal cxmrunication) •

Several clay pipe fragrrents were also recovered in the sheet trash
arourxl

Baker Cabin.

'IW:> stem fragnents and

represent at least three different pipes.
hatched ani bears the nark "FOr---".
fllssey (1957:Plate

XLIV)

an:l

w:lS

~

bowl fragirents seem to

One stem fragment is ~ss

This same stem is pictured by

recovered at Fort VarcolNer, lf.ashington.

The pictured example bears the canplete mark

"FORD". According to les-

ter Ross (personal cormunication), an archeologist at the Fort Vancouver
site, these pipes were produced by J. T. Foro, Manufacturer, Mile Erx:i,
Stepney, l.Dndon.

Clay pipes were imported by llldson's Bay Co. from 1824

until 1860 but nost proh:lbly pre-date 1853 because in that year the U.S.
placed a 100 percent tariff on them.
The

Baker Cabin pottery oollection Wicates the same inferences

as the glass inventory.

Older material, except clay pipes, seems to

cane fran the well fill and the old fourmtion.

Pipes are probably mt

a good in:licator because of reuse.
&ittons

A total of 41 artifacts classified as Wttons

~

recovered by

excavations at Baker Cabin. These will be described by material, size,
oolor, and rn.unber of holes.

Table I shows the provenierce of these

specimens.
Metal
size 36 gilt brass with ornate leaf design; loop shank; shank side
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is mariced "Rich Orange". Gilt brass buttons were made between
1800 arxi 1865, hJwever, prior to 1830 they had oo designs or
ornanentation (Li.scanb 1967: 79...;79). This then dates fran 1830
to 1865.

specimen.

One

size 26 metal pant's Wtton used for fastening suspenders to
pants; self shank; late 19th century (Mary Mathilda Fralick persarlal

ccmnunicatioo).

One specimen.

Glass

size 18 black glass with a nclded raised pattern

aroum

the edge;

self shank tut may have origin.3lly had a metal wire shank for
~inforcement.

Possibly dates fnxn 1867 or earlier

(Albert arxi

Kent 1949:100) • Mary Mathilda Fralick (personal carrnunication)

was barn in 1884 recalls this same type of button on the

wh>

basques

lliDrn

by her mther.

One specimen.

size 24, black; 4 holes, Post 1840

(Wscomb

1967:80). One speci-

men.
Shell
Shell buttons are undateable because they have been made f cr
three centuries (!JJsoomb 1967:180).

size 22, white; 2 holes.

One specimen.

size 24, white; 2 holes.

One specimen.

size 30, white; 2 holes.

One specimen.

Calp:>sition
The tenn "oar;>osition" is used by button collectors to refer to any
button DDlded from a mixture of substances am are genere.ily undateable
(Iuscanb

1967:46).
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size 28, black with ornamented front.
shank which is missing.

Originally had a metal

One specimen.

size 30, beige with remains of red paint; 2 holes.

One specimen.

Fbrcelain
Of the seven porcelain buttons recovered six had the rough finished
backs in:licative of the Prosser Process (Ford 1943:137).

patented in 1840, involved the nolding of dry
mlds \.D'lder pressure.
age.

This process

~

Because the clay

W3.S

~ered

This process,

clay into iron

canpacted there

W3.S

oo shrink-

used in the manufacture of buttons fran 1840 until

well into the 20th century.

Several buttons of this type have been

fo\.ll'ld at an historical site in Oregon dated 1890-1902

(Wx>dte.rd

personal

caim.mication) •
size 16, white; 4 holes; Prosser Process, baby clothes b..ltton
(Mary Mathilda Fralick personal camunication).

size 18, white; 4 holes; Prosser Process.

One specimen.

One specimen.

size 18, Bull's-Eye button with a black body arxi a white center.
So-called because the "pattern resembled the b.11.l's-eye on a
get."

CW5comb 1967:28). Originally

missing.

rad

tar-

a metal shank tohl.ch is

tbstly date fran the 1860's Cwscnnb 1967:183).

One

specimen.

size 22, pale pink; 2 holes; Prosser Process.
size 22, salm:>n pink; 2 holes; Prosser Process.
size 24, white; 4 holes; Prosser Process.

One specimen.
One specimen.

Two specimens.

Casein or Bakelite
The

earliest "plastic" was celluloid invented in 1869 arrl used for

the manufacture of eyeglass frames arrl wttons (Swmoon 1965:33) • . Casein
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was invented in 1900 an:i largely replaced celluloid in the manufacture
of buttons because of its toughness an:i flexibility. ·In 1909 Bakelite
W3.S

patented and is considered to have laid the fouroations of the

synthetic plastic irrlustry.
color or black.

Bakelite could only be pr00uced in amber

Celluloid is highly flarrrnahle an:i tests revealed that

n:>ne of the Baker Cabin buttons were of this material.
size 18, white; 4 holes; Casein.

One specimen.

size 20, white; 2 holes; Casein.

Six speci.rrens.

size 22, white; 2 holes; Casein.

Two

size 24, white; 2 holes; Casein.

One specimen.

size 28, white; 4 holes; Casein.

One specimen.

size 30, white; 4 holes; casein.

One specimen.

specimens.

size 20,

~uoise

blue; 2 holes; Casein.

One specimen.

size 22,

~uoise

blue; 2 holes; Casein.

One specimen.

size 20, tan; 4 holes; Casein.

One specimen.

size 22, dark green; 4 ooles; Casein.
size 22, brown; 4 holes; Casein.

One specimen.

One specimen.

size 24, grey; 4 holes; Casein.

One specimen.

size 24, dark lJrlowJ'l; 4 holes; Bakelite.

One specimen.

tt:xlern Plastic

The term mxlern plastic refers to polyvinyl which

W3.S

patented in

1938 an:i is still used in the manufacture of buttons (Sinorxls an:i Church
1963:2).
size 18, pearl-Wte; self shank.

One specimen.

size 22, pearl-white; 4 holes.

Two specimens.

size 24, pearl-white; 4 holes.

One specimen.
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size 22, clear; 2 holes.

One specimen.

Table I
Provenimce of Buttons
Sheet Trash

Mx:Ne Silt of

Old Foundation
Metal

2

Glass

2

Poroelain

6

1

12

8

Shell

2

1

Canposition

2

Casein or
Bakelite

ttxiern

Plastic

As one

can see fnn Table I the largest nunber of buttons are

1

definitively dated as post-1900.
those of glass an:i metal,

~ch

4

There appear to be only four buttons,

definitely date prior to 1900.

Cartridges

Exca.vatioos of sheet trash around Baker Cabin \.D'¥::0Vel'ed 20 identifiable cartridges an:i shells.

Three additicntl cartridges were ~ered

fu::ln above the silt beds in the excavated fourmtion.

All of the cart-

ridges were identified an:i dated by iniividual headstamps pl.aced on the ..
bases by the manufacturers.
The inventory of Baker Cabin cartridges an:i shells flan the sheet
' ,,.
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trash is as fol.l.CMs:

Eight • 22 caH bre long rifle cartridges with an

l.

on the bases.

These

wen!

~sed

''U"

made by the Union Metal lie Cartridge Conpmy

am "probably date fTI:m the 1880's" (Fontana 1962:82).

2.

One

.22 calibre slX>rt rifle cartridge with ''U.S." on the base.

'!be United States Cartridge Canpany of lDwell, Mass., fourxled in 1868,
used this mark (Berge 1968:221).

3.

One

.25-35 calibre cartridge for the Wirehester centerfire

rifle with "WRA Co, 25-35 W:F" on the base.
by the W:i.rdlester Repeating

introdu::ed

t.aS

Arms Co. in 1895 (Barnes 1965:21).

One • 22 calibre long rifle cartridge with an inpressecl "H'' on

4.
the base.
Anns Co.

'This calibre

This mark was used for many years by the Wirx:hester Repeating
of New Haven, Connecticut, which

t.aS

foun:led in 1866

(lbrn

21).
- S.

One • 22 calibre long rifle cartridge with an

on the base.

'This symbol

t.aS

case.

One

"0 "

used by the Western Cartridge Co. of F.ast

Alton, Illirx:>is, founded in 1898
6.

~ssecl

1962:

(lbrn

1962:14).

12 gauge shotgun shell with a brass base

am

a

caroooaro

The base is inscribed "Western Field No. 12", a mark used by the

Western Cartridge Co., F.ast Al.ton, Illimis (lbrn 1962:37).
7.
case.

One

12 gauge shotgun shell with a brass base an:i a caniboaro

The identifying mark on the base is "Winchester No. 12" Wicating

mam.tfacture by the Winchester Repeating Anns Co., New

Haven, Connecticut

(lbrn 1962: 14).

8.
the base.

One • 22 calibre long rifle cartridge with an impressed "H'' on
This mark is that of the Wilx:hester Repeating Anns Co.

am
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the cartridge is made of stainless steel Wicating relatively recent

manufacture.
Three • 22 calibre long rifle cartridges with

9.

bases.

"~''

on the

'!his symbol was used by the Western Cartridge C.o. of Fast Alton,

Illin::>is

(Bearse

10.

Two

the bases.

1966:54) and these are made of stainless steel.

.22 calibre long rifle cartridges with "Hi Speed U" on

'!his mark was used by the Remington-Union Metallic Cartridge

C.O. of Bridgeport, C.Onneticut, which was formed

by merger in 1902 (fbm

1962:35).
The inventory of cartridges and shells fran above the silt beds

of the old fow'Xiation is as follows:
One 12 gauge shotgun shell with a brass base and a

1.

caroooaro

case. The identifying mark on the base if ''WRA C.O No. 12 Rival" which
was used by the Win::hester Repeating Anns C.O.
tween 1866

2.

aoo

am

dates sanewhere be-

1901 (Berge 1968:221).

Two .22 calibre long rifle cartridges with "F" on the bases.

'!his mark was used by both the U.S. Aney Frankford Arsenal (Fontana
1962:79)

am

the Federal Cartridge C.O. (lbrn 1962:59).

the cartridges

~

In either case

have been manufactured after 1870.
Toys

Several datea.ble children's toys were reoovered fran the sheet
trash arourrl Baker Cabin.

A total of eight marbles were unearthed as

follows:
1.

1.40 cm.

Two agates; German made; one measuring 1.60 an., the other

'+3

Six Akro-type imitation agates; U.S. made; nmging in size

2.

ban 1.40 an. to 1.60 an.
All the marbles are post 1901 because they aI'E! machine-made (W111ace

1970:81+).

Prior to 1901 marbles were ham blOlol"l arrl evidenced this style

of manufacture.

Seven small "plastic-like" figures averaging one nm. in height were
recovered.

Shapes in::luded a turkey, a rabbit, a milk bottle, an:l a

Fa.ch had a small circl.e at the top for attaclment arrl possibly

heart.

they were interxied as charms for a bracelet.

were of celluloid

wch was

Tests revealed that all

discovered in 1869 arrl was largely sup-

planted in 1900 by Casein (SWmson 1965:33).
One

t«>Oden alphabet black measuring 4 nm. sql.lan! was found.

Pictures on the sides in::lude a cat, an "H'', a "4", an "R", arrl a

tractor.

The tractor 1-lOUld

in:iicate a post 1900 date for this block.

One metal, pop-style, gun with the n!IDains of green pa.int was

also recovered.
it as post-1920.

This gun is 16 nm. in length arrl the pop-style dates
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CONCWSIONS
'l'Mditicm sustained by the Hattan and tUrp:>wer fanilies dates
Baker Cabin's constrootion during the year 1856. Mary Elizabeth tt.npower Hattan (1944) states positively that the cabin was b..lilt in that

year and .other family members support this contention.
of Clackamas County (194 7) , a booklet produced. by the

Historic lbmes
Susannah Lee

Barlow Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution of Clackamas

County, presents two pages corx:erning Baker Cabin and provides an 1856
construction date.

The Old Timers' Association along with the Daughters

of The American Revolution erected a ccmnenDrative marker on the site

in 1949 which also gives 1856 as the

con~tion

date.

When the Old Tiners' Association reconstructed. Baker

Cabin in the

late 1930's decayed logs an::l the roof were replaced rut only mioor repairs were done on the fowmtion (IX>nald Hattan personal coom.mication).
In 1939 J. G. Ml.mp:>wer provided a

~rn

statement to the effect that the

cabin was faithfully reconstructed. "in precisely the

sa100

place an::l on

the old :rock wall that supported. the original pioneer cabin" CAppen:iix 1).
Ml.mp:>wer further ootes that he has lived within one half mile of Baker

Cabin sin::e :tbvember, 1883.
These several lines of evideooe

~uld

seem to in:iicate that Baker

Cabin was constructed in 1856 an::l today starxls on its original fourxiation.
Archeological evidence, hc:AoJever, does mt bear this out.

Artifacts from

the sheet trash date overwhelmingly post-1860 and glass an::l pottery sherds
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nun the

foumation fill

~d

seem to iniicate a date

aroum

1870.

fbssibly the chinese ware (1870-1880) arxl the "Warner's Safe Kidney arxl
Liver Cure" (post 1878) sherds sifted down over the years to a final
resting place within the rubble fill of the foundation.

This possibility

does oot b:lld true, lnHever, for the "L &W 5" sherd which has been
identified as "1-bstetters Bitters" (1869-1900).
located squa?"ely between

~

as shCAolfl in Figure 8 (John

This base sherd was

foundatioo stones in a horizontal position

Vbodwaitl

personal coom.mication) •

Artifacts dating prior to 1860 were predominately recovered fran
the old foundation arrl the well fill.

This certainly seems to suggest

that the locality was occupied prior to 1860 arxl supports tonation Lan1
Claim docU1Ients

an:l

census material.

Jbwever, this does oot

show

that the

occupants of the locality actually lived in Baker Cabin.
There are several possible hypotheses which "°uld resolve this
seeming oonflict between archeological eviderx:e arxl historic tradition:

1.

Baker

Cabin was constructed in 1856 at a presently \lOOiscovered

site on the claim but was
2.
it

ncM

~ed

to its present location about 1870.

Baker Cabin was constructed in 1856 on the precise spot that

starrls but reconstruction by the Old Timers' Association involved

a carplete rebuilding of the foundation.
3.

Baker Cabin was constructed in 1856 on the present fouOOa.tion

but extensive repairs were done on the foorrlation in the 1870's.

The

old fourxlation represents a smaller cabin occupied fran the late 1840 's
until 1856.
4.

The

old foundation with its associated well represents the

original construction

an:l

habitatioo of the site.

The

present cabin is
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mt the original 1856 cabin n!fen'f!d. to in

follc:l~

b.it is rather a

cabin constructed abort 1870.
The first hypothesis wuld appear to have m support. Al'cheological
material fIQD the old fowmtion and well along with Donation Lam Claim
and census material inlicate that the Bakers were living on the site

prior to 1850.

There w:>uld be oo reason for a larger structure, the

present cabin, to be located elsewhere on the claim.

sis is seemingly untenable

s~

The seoorxl hypothe-

it contra.diets the statements of both

J. G. Mumpower and IX>nald Hattan that the present cabin stands on its

original fourxlation.
The evidence presently available seems to f avar either the third or

faJI'th hypothesis.

Perhaps a closer look at the census material would

provide support for one or the other.

In 1850 the Baker l'n.lsehold consis-

ted of six adults arx:l one child wle in 1860 there
three children.

~

tw:> adults an:l

The b:>usehold consisted of three adults by 1870 arx:l in

1880 only fbrace and Jane Baker rerained.

These figures reveal that the

b:>usehold became srraller over the years and w:>uld tend to support the
third hypothesis because there l!Duld be oo need to initiate

of a larger structure in 1870.

con~tion

lbwever, the cabin, if constructed in

1856, might have been in need of extensive repairs by 1870.
Actually oone of these hypotheses may rave validity arx:l aoother
possible explanation can be offered.

cabin constructed in the late 1840's
fowmtian arx:l associated well.

The Bakers originally resided in a

wch

is represented by the old

IX>natian Laro Claim <X>cwnents shcM that

Baker lost one half of his larxl claim and assessment records inlicate
that this loss occurred in 1856 or 1857.

The original Baker h:me Wis
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looated on that portion reclaimed by the U.S. Governnent aI¥i the
Bakers were forced to vacate.

They JIDVed to the remaining half of their

claim arxi there in 1856 constructed the present Baker Cabin where they

remtlned until 1870. During this pericxl the

B:lkers regained

the other

half of their claim and the secooo cabin site became unsuitable for one
reason or aoother.

Fi.rally, arourxl 1870 the present cabin wa.s taken

apart, moved, aI¥i reassanbled on a new fourxiation located near the first

cabin aI¥i its adjoining well.

Possibly the present well was constructed

at this time.
This last hypothesis

~

to a degree recx:mcile the archeological

evidence aI¥i the historic tradition.

Baker Cabin

~d

constrocted in 1856 but n:>t on its present fourxiation.

still have been
lbwever, unless

further information l::>ec:x:m?s available the authentic history of Baker

Cabin will never be

]<n)wn.

As Hume (1968:20) observes "---archeology is

n:> respector of persons, conventions or traditions" aI¥i "it often yields
just enough of the truth to make it clear tha.t our precorx:eived opinion

was wrong, but insufficient to provide the full answer".
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APPENDIX 2
Cer-..,r,

OrP.~OD

a,

Februur•1
•

I,

:!'. o. '"..u:::r ~u,cr, bf~lr.~ ~irs t

r

tte t

nm

Ct

!':>v~mber ~th,

le~e - tt:ui one-h :~ lr

c;ince th;t

m~: rr1ec1
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lf.~8~,

ot Eoruoe

mile of the pioneer l:)gO ..: btn

~ : i te.

1n Junuury

~0th,

l.~f· O,
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t:') r ency Lnn fkirvin at th e s :.i d 1:oraoe '.hker ca bln.

J ea f:..;m111ar -xith th"

ti.at the

11J~s "tT ·~re

con~t:uot
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exc~!'ti:>n

botto~ l:l .~s an~

th~

r:iorticed to :·ethcr at

U: ~

tt:e t:lp

m~rt1c1n".

pr~aent

~ he

1ntervN;1n~

S.lUl~

bc•tfi

US(;d

-!lth the
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ten~

pnrtia 117 rece>ns true ted

t!':oy t:uve

icn~

r :_ ft~ra weT·p !' •: t on

ol~

t~
~u1

srread
lding

f'l tands

rook wall which

the or1 ~1 nul pioneer co bin :.cc! wh111re the

. aurf1o1ently

...

1011s whioh ""ere

th ~ y ~oul~ n~t
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eu~l"'orted

an :~
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·:-he
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bu~ ll'.11n~.

1
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t~
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...

tt

ooi-mor.ly used 1!'!
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end 9._.7

~o ~e " '.>Se

res1dont or (:arver, ')ragon, that I come to

thlr vtc1n1ty

B~ker

duly ow::>rn

19:!,i
•.I\.

ol~

loge were

ln the reoJnstructed

b~1ldln~. only thft decoyed on~a h~?1D~ heen r ~ plcc~4 by new lo ~a.
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llvtn~

t7b11•

ut the nuker

'-~r.,. ''. ·. ,rue.- 'Joker thnt

or1~1nu'ly

h~me,

I was told by m1

~rttndmother,

the t1'.'0lve tnoh •quare ln"'.a wore

hewn to be nhtrred to :'>:in ·rancisoo ror a

there, but the d'ul re · 1 through
ox team hauled the l:>gf'!

t ·l

hie

~nd
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06 bin

l".l~s bein "~

~~ker,

butldtn~

•1th hta
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-
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J-ff "711/A~
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ror t??e . tt..'>.O or )!"C' .~'ln bJ' .T.~.!·•l!i;'lO•er

~lttnf!d an~

ln

muoh lbr11er th ... o

tho~e

or1Rinnl ct.bin.

·~a~;?~ ~ay

f' Cor:-.::t .. aton e%rtree y12e/4'2

or

·ebruary, 19~9.
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APPDIDIX 3
GLOSSARY

C.ANl'ILEVERm

projecting beams supported at only one em.
GABLE
. the em wall of a building as distinguished

f'fQll

the front or

back wall.

IMPROVED PON!'IL
an open pcmtil SDDOthed to eliminate-ruughness.
IRON BALL FON!'IL

the scar produced by pressing a heated iron ball against an open
pontil to reoove the pI'Otluding glass.

OPm FON!'IL
a jagged circle of protruding glass left timen the punty rod was
rem:wed.

FONI'IL
the scar left on the bases of bottles by the punty rod which was
used for the fashioning of hot glass.
SIIL.S
beams that rest directly on the
fl.oar beams at'e laid.

cabin fouroation ard on which

STILE

a set of steps for passage over a ferx:e or wall.

the

